Simulation of autocorrelation function and photon counting distribution in fluorescence fluctuation spectroscopy.
In modern fluorescence fluctuation spectroscopy, the autocorrelation function and photon counting distribution are two widely used statistical characteristics of the measured fluctuating fluorescence intensity signal. Applying special analysis methods such as fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) and photon counting histogram (PCH) to these properties, it is possible to recover values of different parameters of fluorescent molecules such as the concentration, diffusion coefficient, molecular brightness, and kinetic rate constants. The development of new analysis methods is senseless without testing their validity, accuracy, and robustness. The most appropriate check of a method is its application to experimental data. However, sometimes it is more convenient and easier to verify a method on simulated data. Simulation is also useful for better understanding the processes that were modeled during the development of analysis methods. Here, we present two simulation models providing an autocorrelation function and photon counting distribution of a sequence of photon arrival times detected in fluorescence fluctuation spectroscopy.